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About This Game

A keenly dark twist on the traditional murder mystery setting, The Deed is an Adventure/RPG game about getting away with
murder.
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Game guide for new players : For all those who need help understanding the game mechanics, knolle has written a guide:. v0.9.5
- New Quests, Ability changes, Ressurection for Knight and new party recruitment mechanics : Added new quest "Southern
Pass" developed by knolle! Added new quest "Descent to Chaos" where the last piece of amulet is found. Enabled access to the
"Talisman Gate" quest. Added new spell power for knight "Ressurection". Seal of the forshaken has been reworked. Mad
Voices now plays a spell cast animation. Fixed an issue with butcher and drummer not showing overhead icons. Butcher now
deals a minimum of 1 damage plus 1-3. Warlock now deals magic damage on his attack instead of chaos. Warlock attack ranged
increased by 1. Reworked barbarian man to man combat. Fixed a bug with cutscenes creating duplicates items in the inventory
when ending a quest. Fixed a bug with mad voices not using charges properly. Made some changes in the dark fate spell. Tooltip
at the bottom 3 slots in the magician now appear on top to prevent cut off. Reworked hero recruitment system in the tavern.
Fixed some bugs with archer survival insincts.. Update - 0.6.9 : Version 0.6.9 - Fixed a bug with pressing 'I' would hide the
interface whilst typing. - Credits now rolls slower. - Added some main menu click sounds. - Fonts are now smoother. - Fixed
another camera stutter issues at start of some levels. - Fixed a bug that would allow a hero to attack a monster after triggering a
trap.. v0.7.5 (Illusion fix, Goblin Shop, New maps on steamworks and bug fixes!) : We have added some new maps on
steamworks. Official Maps It uses a couple of new mechanics such as learning new powers as you go and a goblin shop to buy
potions within the dungeon. What's next for Jail Escape? - Improve layout of some rooms - Add more monsters - Improve loot -
Add a boss in the final room This map showcases how to do a PvP map in multiplayer, the first player to kill the enemy hero
wins the game. What's Next for Monster Area? - Limit number of characters - Add spells for each monster - Improve map
layout to add more tactics - Add goblin shop Community Maps The first map designed by Urko where your party must retrieve
the black pearl from the clutches of evil goblins. Second map comes from Paeddi, where you find enter the goblin castle and
defeat the Lord of the Chambers. Critical Fixes Fixed a bug with illusions that was introduced last patch that would prevent you
from changing rooms.(Thanks agstacey) Full patch log of recent fixes: Version 0.7.5 - Fixed some issues with goblin shop. -
Fixed a rendering issue with the chest gold. - Custom map with no title or file are no longer loaded. Version 0.7.4 - Exiting the
editor now takes you back to the village. - Tooltip in the magician show now sais the current level of ability or skill. - Disabled
shops have a gray outline now. - Made some text changes in the first mission text screen. - Fixed a bug with illusions that would
not allow you to change a room. - Fixed a bug with some heroes starting grayscaled. - Fixed an issue in the labyrinth that would
prevent it from spawning monsters. - Fixed an issue with custom maps where gold and magic pots would not show up on top
right. - Fixed a crash in the editor when trying to test a campaign map with predefined starting characters. - Added runestones,
these can be used in standalone maps to learn a random power. - Added goblin shop, it can be used in missions to buy stuff in
the dungeon. Version 0.7.3 - Fixed an issue with PvP maps that the game would not finish when the enemy heroes are dead. -
Fixed a rendering issue with goblin witch master. - Campaign maps now require you to select a character from your pool in the
village. - Standalone and PvP maps now require you to set a hero at starting location properties otherwise it will default to
barbarian. - Each player now needs to indicate they are ready for a game to start in a multiplayer game. - Fixed a bug that would
allow non-party leader to select a scenario.. v0.8.4 - Multiplayer fixes : - Fixed an issue in multiplayer where a second player
would not be able to pickup an artifact. - Fixed a crash in multiplayer when changing a quest in the village. - Fixed some desync
bugs in multiplayer. - Minor visual improvements in the path helper lines. - Dot path confirmed moves always shows in
multipalyer games. - Fixed a bug with iron helmet attempting to damage non characters such as ghosts.. v1.0.2 Some bug fixes
and frozen changes : Add an isometric graphic for the cloak of resistance artifact when you discover it on ground Fixed a bug
with frozen that would not let you cast it again Frozen now deals 1 damage at the end. Fixed a crash that would happen when
loading maps with preset starting heroes. (Jail escape, monster arena and others) Fixed a spelling error in the graveyard.. v0.8.2 -
Fixes and improvements : - Fixed a bug with gravedigger taking gold when you would hit ressurect with no heroes. - Removed
restrictions when playing a map again, you are now free again to farm pots and gold as you see fit. - Reworked gold and pot UI
in game, it now shows what you have found during your current quest, it also shows you how many pots there are in the map in
total. - Fixed some issues with desaparing icons at crafting ui screen. - Fixed a crash when the last hero in the room would die. -
Fixed an issue with goblin witches not showing magic shields above their head. - Fixed a small isue with path lines showing in
wrong place when entering a secret door. - Potion of resistance now gives you 2 magic shields, no random. - Blacksmith now
opens after you have completed 3 quests. - When starting a new game, heroes have 1 healing potion each.. Dark Quest 2 EGX
REZZED in LONDON! : We will be at EGX REZZED in London this weekend to showthe latest version of the game.. v0.9.6 -
Multiplayer improvements, New Quest, Hardcore mode, balance and bug fixes : When playing multiplayer, all quests now allow
you to play with as many players you have in your party. Fixed again a bug with the archer suprise attack skill triggering through
a cutscene. Fixed an issue with suprise attack again attempting to attack a hidden creature. Added a new quest "Ancient Graves"
created by knolle. Playing a new game now only starts with the barbarian allowing you at the end to hire any hero you want as a
second hero. Reworked the introduction quest to be playable only by 1 character. Tavern now has the wizard available and you
can hire a new hero immediately after finishing the introduction quest. Barbarian throwing axe at level 3 now gives an additional
axe. When creating a new profile you can now select between difficulty modes. Added hardcore gameplay setting where your
heroes permanently die. Fixed a bug in the alchemist shop where it would take money when draging a potion to an existing slot.
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Crossbow Artifact has been renamed and reworked. Archer attack bow now has +1 attack. Changed the prices of some
equipment items. Chaos wave has been slightly reworked at different levels. Archer accurancy decreased by 10% Monk now has
100% accurancy and 1 attack. Fixed bug that could potentially heal a hero with negative health resulting in no heal. Fixed a bug
with orc warrior master not triggering his double attack. Decreased dark monk health to 3. Damage bow now gives +10
accurancy instead of damage. Reduced amount of gold you get from coins on floor. Added a new artifact "cloak of magic", this
item can be found in the king's treasure room. Evil Ghosts now attack the character who triggered the trap. Fixed a bug with the
fear test tile that would trigger when a monster would walk on it.
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